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1. Introduction 
Measuring sea surface height at coastal and shallow (<200m in depth) water 
region has long been a challenge for researchers since the radar altimeter 
waveform is contaminated by complex topographic surfaces and shorelines, as 
well as, stronger ocean dynamics including tides, resulting in much less 
accurate measurements if the altimeter is still on-lock. The land effect induces 
additional peaks in the altimeter waveform that distorted from theoretic Brown’s 
model as the ground footprint (radius ~7km at 1Hz sampling) approaching (or 
leaving) the shoreline. These peaks need to be edited in the waveform to avoid 
an error in the determination of leading edge and associated retracked gate 
while applying threshold retracking. Here, we introduce an algorithm to modify 
coastal waveforms (1~7km from coasts, and up to 20Hz) and use 20% 
threshold retracking method to correct the unretracked ocean surface height at 
four study areas (Fig.1). The measurements within 10km near shore used to 
hardly be allowed by conventional retrackers. 
 
2. Method 
Waveforms at deeper ocean region (20~30km) are used in each pass as a 
reference (Eq.1) for coastal (<7km) waveforms to remove additional peaks (Eq.
2), which are considered as returned from non-marine surface. 
   
                     …..(1) 
 
 
 
The flawed waveform is then repaired by a 2D linear interpolation both 
horizontally (nearby waveform gates) and vertically (same gate at nearby 
measurements) (Eq.3).  
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4. Results 
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2D view of coastal waveform before (left) and after (right) 
modification 
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1D view of coastal waveform 
before (blue) and after (yellow) 
modification. This waveform 
located at approx. 1 km from 
shoreline. 
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Figure 1. Four study areas (including satellite passes and gauge locations) 
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Figure 2. Waveform modification exemplified by Envisat pass near Louisiana coastal region  

Fig.3 indicates that modifying waveforms allow one to better recover surface height 
particularly when the sea level is lower, which resulted in a wider exposure of the 
shoreline causing stronger land contamination to the original waveform. The peaks after 
the nominal tracking gate in the original waveform make the range corrections longer. 
Based on the statistics (Table 1) we conclude that retracking using modified waveforms 
outperform in most cases, regardless of de-outlier process using gauge data. Also, since 
the empirical threshold retracking is a data-flag-free method, even if the waveform are 
incompatible with Brown’s model, we can still calculate retracked height without auxiliary 
environmental variables. Accordingly, advantages in using modified waveforms include: 
1. better opportunity to obtain more data at coastal region under conventional data 
editing criteria, 2. less data gaps in the time series, and 3. better or at least comparable 
estimates with other existing retrackers used on original waveforms. Table 1. Statistics of selected retrackers compared with tide gauge data. 

The best estimates are indicated by bold numbers in each study region. 

Figure 3. Water level difference compared by tide gauge (red) and various retrackers: 
ICE-1 (blue), OCEAN (green), 20% threshold to original waveform (magenta), and 20% 
threshold to modified waveform (yellow).  
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In addition, we apply a energy compensation correction for repaired waveform based on the 
reference waveform (Eq.4). 

      
            …..(4) 

 
This correction is necessary because the total return energy is limited by Automatic Gain 
Control (AGC) loop in the onboard altimeter. Once the extra high return signal existed in the 
waveform has been removed, the remaining bins following noise level are underestimated 
and need to be lifted to a similar level to the reference waveform. This process slightly change 
the slope of leading edge and the associated retracked gate. 
Finally, we compute an averaged height between 1~7km for each pass and compare with 
nearby tide gauge 6-minute* water level data. 
* Data available from NOAA (http://tidesandcurrents.noaa.gov/index.shtml)  
 
3. Processing example 
Fig.2 demonstrates waveform modifying process on Envisat cycle #91 pass #305 near 
Freshwater Canal Locks gauge station. This ascending pass started receiving land return 
signal at 7km from coasts. The additional peak in 2D view of side-by-side waveforms (lower 
right panel) migrated from the edge of footprint (end of trailing edge) to nadir (nominal 
tracking gate #46) as measurements move toward shoreline. 
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Note:	  
1.  outliers	  are	  defined	  by	  (retracked	  -‐	  gauge)	  >	  2σ	  
2.  threshold	  retracking	  is	  an	  empirical	  	  
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  method	  	  with	  no	  pre-‐defined	  flags	  
3.  total	  flag	  number	  at	  coastal	  region	  	  
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  (<7km)	  in	  all	  cycles	  
4.  20%	  threshold	  retracking	  to	  modified	  waveform	  
5.  20%	  threshold	  retracking	  to	  original	  waveform	  
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